THE "BROTHERHOOD" FRAUD

by Myron C. Fagan

The full story of the assault on Christianity cannot be told in this limited space but it would not be complete without an explanation of the sacrilegious mockery of the "Christian and Jewish Brotherhood" scheme—today, the craftiest variant of the entire plot.

Strangely enough, when the assault was in its first stages, the strongest resistance to it came from the ranks of the Jewish people themselves—principally from those in the south. At one point, several of the Southern chapters of the "B'nai B'rith" threatened to pull out of the parent outfit and set up a fraternal organization of their own unless the parent outfit would dissolve the Anti-Defamation League—or stop racial agitation and Anti-Christian activities.

Unquestionably, some of that resistance was inspired by a sense of decency, but the overall objections were motivated by fear—fear of the consequences for all of American Jewry when the American people would become aware of the plot. And that discovery was bound to come as soon as it became apparent that this so-called "humanitarian crusade" was an exclusive ADL (and affiliated "American Jewish" organizations) operation.

And that was when the Masterminds of the Conspiracy hit upon the "brotherhood" scheme as a perfect camouflage—a "Christian and Jewish Brotherhood" crusade "for the good of humanity" should convince all doubting Thomases that there is nothing anti-Christian about it... or, at least, silence them. Anyway, "it was worth a try" the Masterminds decided. The first "official" notice of the "Brotherhood" setup was published in the 1948-49 Yearbook (pages 921) of the "American Jewish Committee:"

"A promising step forward in fighting anti-Semitism on a world-wide scale was taken in Switzerland last August when 60 delegates of Christian and Jewish organizations from the United States, Australia and European countries met to formulate plans for an international Conference of Christians and Jews... The conference agreed on the necessity for a permanent organization and on a proposal to revise Christian religious teaching, particularly the story of the Crucifixion, in such a manner as to reduce the danger of implanting anti-Semitism in the minds of the young."
Nothing was said about the “necessity to revise Jewish religious teachings...to reduce the danger of implanting anti-Christianism in the minds of the young!”

The idea of launching the setup in Switzerland, and including “Australia and European countries,” was just an additional smoke screen. Thus, ostensibly, the American “National Christian and Jewish Brotherhood” would be considered as a part of a world-wide movement.

The matter of enlisting prominent “Christians” to give the “crusade” a “Christian” complexion posed no problems. On the national level (for the Central organization) they had access, among many others, to such “Christians” as Bishop Oxnam and Francis J. McConnell, Reverends Harry F. Ward, Jack R. McMichael, etc., etc.; to Paul Douglass, Hubert Humphrey, Wayne Morse; to Walter Reuther and Eleanor Roosevelt, etc., etc. And there was no dearth of similar “Christian” leaders for the local levels. Within two years the “Brotherhood” epidemic spread throughout the nation. Soon, pressure by the ADL and the various AJCs, Mayors and Governors and Christian Clergymen were proclaiming a “Brotherhood” Observance Day...then it was extended to a week...and in some areas it was extended to five weeks. And thus “Pied-Pipered” by their own Christian pastors, their own judges and city and state officials, and brainwashed by the Press, millions of Americans joined in the BROTHERHOOD “humanitarian” parade, most of them never realizing that they were goose-stepping in a march for the destruction of Christianity—and, finally, for their own enslavement, in a Communist One-World Government!

This “Brotherhood” hoax is very reminiscent of the Hollywood “Red Fronts” of the 1930’s and 1940’s. The same Masterminds of the Great Conspiracy set up those “Fronts”. And, as with the “Brotherhood” scheme, they piously endowed those “Fronts” with the purest of “humanitarian” objectives—namely, to destroy “the wickedness and evils of Naziism and Fascism.”...Never a word about the evils of Communism! They
loaded the Boards with top stars, directors and writers. All those great names were perfect decoys for all the people in the film industry, in Radio, in TV, in all entertainment fields—and for all the fans of those stars—so, joining those “Fronts” became the popular thing. The “Masterminds” employ that very same technique in setting up the “Brotherhood” chapters. Taking any community: they load the Board with the local banker, the judge, the doctor, the lawyer, plus the Minister and the Rabbi—how can any of the decent people in that community refuse to support such a “worthy” organization?

How can the American people be so naive and so blind? The sham and the fraud and the utter hypocrisy of the whole “Brotherhood” scheme is as easy to see as the stars on a bright moonlight night. The very name gives it away!

Now, in all fairness to those sincere and dedicated Christian Ministers who recognize and shun the hypocrisy and heresy in the phony “Brotherhood” movement, I must stress that the vast majority of the collaborating ones are the members of the soft-on-Communism “National Council of Churches” organization—and I can predict what their alibis will be when the “Brotherhood” scheme will be completely unmasked.

---

Negro Actor Criticizes NAACP

Movie-goers of a few years ago will recall Stepin Fetchit (Lincoln T.M.A. Perry) whose depiction of a slow-moving, slow-speaking Southern Negro was generally hailed as an extraordinary feat of characterization. Stepin Fetchit appeared in dozens of Hollywood productions and his role earned him a million dollars. Not so much was known of Mr. Perry’s politics.

On April 30, the actor, who is now managing a tour for “Little Richard,” the Negro evangelist, visited the offices of the State Sovereignty Commission in Jackson, Mississippi and made a few pointed statements about some of the so-called Negro leaders who are promoting integration in the South.

Recalling that he had once given benefits for the NAACP, he declared that he was flatly opposed to the present NAACP program in the South.

“I knew Walter White personally,” he observed, “and I don’t think the NAACP is what he wanted it to be.” He added that “The Communists use the organization—they use anybody. I’ve seen the influence even in the pulpit. And if they are using the NAACP, you can only say that the people in that organization are human.” Mr. Perry does not believe that the NAACP program is the right one for the South. “You can’t force integration,” he said. “If it came as a natural order, that would be right.”

Many courageous Negroes have spoken out against the misleadership of their people by the NAACP. Few have as much to lose by their stand as Stepin Fetchit. He has broken the conspiracy of silence about Negro unity in support of the Brown Decision, a note of real importance in the South.
The communists in Mexico are building up their forces using every device from the press to prostitution.

by Blake Shelby

P

AMP Soviet agents long have found Mexico fertile soil for their subversive activities and intrigues. Recently, however, two members of Red Russia’s sprawling Embassy staff in Mexico City pressed their luck too far. Result: a long-suffering but decisive Mexican government finally expelled them from the country—sent them packing, via plane, off to Canada. They were Soviet diplomats Nikolai Aksenov, second secretary, and Captain Nikolai Remisov, naval attache.

These two Communist officials chose Mexico’s recent crippling railway strike as the ripe moment and situation for meddling in Mexico’s internal affairs. All the more inviting to these two eager-beaver Soviet “diplomats” was the fact that a comrade-in-spirit and a comrade-in-his-actions headed up Mexico’s 60,000-member railworkers’ union—Demetrio Vallejo, a Mexican, and himself long active in Communist causes in his native country. Only last year this firebrand—Vallejo—propelled himself into command of Mexico’s Red-infiltrated railworkers’ union. He had charged its previous leadership with “reactionary policies detrimental to the welfare of the rank-and-file membership.”

Under Vallejo, intense agitation and industrial strife became the order of the day. Finally, the command went down to his very powerful railworkers’ union—go out on strike! As that order began to exert a crippling effect in Mexico, President Lopez Mateos, justifiably alarmed, issued a get-back-on-the-job call to Vallejo and his union. That call was dictated by Mexico’s national interest and welfare.

It was at that tense and crucial point that Soviet Embassy meddlers, Nikolai Aksenov and Captain Nikolai Remisov, stuck their big, Red noses into a matter which was none of their business in the first place! Mexican secret agents dug up an array of indisputable evidence of their subversive activities. For example, it was established that they had thrown all the propaganda and financial support at their beck and